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Tämänhetkiset vakavat globaalit ongelmat uhkaavat luonnon ekologista tasapainoa, 

oikeudenmukaisuuden ja tasa-arvon toteutumista sekä rauhanomaista eloa koko maailmassa. 

Kestävää kehitystä esitetään ratkaisuksi näihin monimutkaisiin ongelmiin useissa 

kansainvälisissä dokumenteissa ja sopimuksissa. Vaikka kestävästä kehityksestä ei ole yhtä 

määritelmää, usein sen tulkitaan muodostuvan sosiaalisista, ekologisista ja taloudellisista 

ulottuvuuksista. 

 

Koulutus on hyvin keskeistä kestävän kehityksen saavuttamiselle. Tässä tutkielmassa pyritään 

tekemään synteesiä siitä, mitä kestävän kehityksen kasvatus on, mitä sisältöjä se käsittää ja 

millaisia eettisiä kysymyksiä siihen liittyy. Kestävän kehityksen kasvatuksen tavoitteena on, 

että ihmiset omaksuvat kestävän elämäntavan, mutta ihmisten asenteisiin ja käyttäytymiseen 

vaikuttaminen on yleisesti haastavaa. Siksi tutkielmassa tuodaan myös esille pedagogisia 

ratkaisuja, jotka voivat tehdä kestävän kehityksen kasvatuksesta vaikuttavaa ja 

transformatiivista. Tämä tutkielma on kuvaileva kirjallisuuskatsaus, joka perustuu pitkälti 

kansainvälisesti tunnustettujen tutkijoiden ja akateemikoiden ajatuksiin kestävästä kehityksestä 

ja sen kasvatuksesta. Myös muuta akateemista kirjallisuutta, empiirisiä tutkimuksia ja YK:n 

dokumentteja on tarkasteltu tätä tutkielmaa tehdessä.  

 

Kestävä kehitys tulisi ottaa huomioon kaikessa koulutuksessa, ja siinä tulisi pyrkiä puuttumaan 

niihin yhteiskunnallisiin ja kulttuurisiin ilmiöihin, jotka ovat johtaneet tämänhetkisiin vakaviin 

ongelmiin. Ei ole olemassa yhtä tapaa toteuttaa kestävän kehityksen kasvatusta, mutta 

esimerkiksi elämykselliset, osallistavat ja oppijan aktiivisuutta korostavat oppimiskokemukset 

vaikuttavat toimivilta lähtökohdilta siihen. Systeemiajattelun ja kriittisen ajattelun 

kehittäminen auttaa oppijoita ymmärtämään monimutkaisia ja moniulotteisia ongelmia. 

Toimintakompetenssin tukeminen on tärkeää, jotta oppija kokee pystyvänsä vaikuttamaan sekä 

paikallisiin että globaaleihin asioihin. 

 

Avainsanat: Kestävä kehitys, kestävän kehityksen kasvatus, systeemiajattelu, 

toimintakompetenssi, kriittinen pedagogiikka, transformatiivinen oppiminen  
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The severe global problems in the contemporary world endanger nature’s ecological balance, 

hinder achieving just and equal societies, and are a threat to local and global peace. Sustainable 

Development (SD) is presented as a solution to these complex issues in several international 

documents and agreements. Even though there is no clear definition of SD, it is often considered 

to incorporate social, environmental and economic dimensions.  

 

Education is central for realising SD, however, there is no set model for Education for 

Sustainable Development (ESD). This thesis aims to synthesise what ESD is, what are the topics 

it addresses, and what kinds of ethical questions concern it. The goal of ESD is that people 

adopt and commit to a sustainable lifestyle, however, impacting people’s attitudes and 

behaviours is generally challenging. Therefore, this thesis also reviews some pedagogical 

approaches that may have potential for making ESD influential and transformative. This is a 

descriptive literature review that is largely based on the ideas of internationally distinguished 

academics in the field of ESD. Nevertheless, also other academic literature, empirical research 

and UN documents have been examined when composing this thesis.  

 

SD should be taken into consideration in any educational institutions and programmes, and 

ESD should endeavour to tackle the social and cultural phenomena, which have led to the 

current state of the world. Even though ESD can be implemented in multiple ways, it seems 

that for example experiential and participatory learning experiences, which allow the learner to 

be active in the process are a good starting point. Developing systems thinking and critical 

thinking skills helps learners to understand complex and interconnected issues and seek 

solutions to them. Supporting action competence empowers learners to feel a sense of agency 

and being capable of contributing to local and global issues. 

 

Keywords: Sustainable Development, Education for Sustainable Development, Systems 

Thinking, Action Competence, Critical Pedagogy, Transformative Learning  
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1 Introduction 

We stand at a critical moment in Earth’s history, a time when humanity must choose its 

future. As the world becomes increasingly interdependent and fragile, the future at once 

holds great peril and great promise. (The Earth Charter Initiative, 2000, n.p.) 

 

As the quote describes, there seems to be an urgent need for making decisions that ensure a 

peaceful and sustainable future. In the contemporary world, there are several crises that are 

complex and interconnected often concerning the whole globe (Orr, 2004). They are so severe 

that Orr (2004) talks about a “planetary emergency” that education needs to respond to (p. 2). 

As Hofman (2015) states, “many researchers seem to agree that sustainable development and a 

sustainable future need a change of people’s behaviour” (p. 217), and therefore, Education for 

Sustainable Development (ESD) is crucial. As Sustainable Development (SD) and ESD are not 

precisely defined concepts, there are various perceptions about how to implement ESD and 

what are its learning contents. This bachelor’s thesis seeks to draw some conclusions about 

what ESD is and what are the values that underlay it. Also, different ways to promote it in a 

meaningful and transformative way are introduced and discussed. The two research questions 

for this thesis are the following:  

 

• What is ESD and why is it important in the contemparory world? 

• What kinds of pedagogical approaches can be utilised to make ESD influential? 

 

Chapter 2 seeks to provide a comprehensive answer to the first question taking into account the 

ambiguity of the concept itself and the diverse viewpoints concerning it. Chapter 3 focuses on 

relevant findings in regard to the second question and intends to present an overview of 

pedagogical approaches that are often introduced in academic literature as effective ways to 

implement ESD. This thesis mainly addresses ESD from a general point of view not only 

focusing on formal educational settings or a school context. Most of the findings can also be 

applied to children, young people and adults, and therefore, the word learner is mainly used 

instead of a pupil or a student. 

 

This thesis is a descriptive literature review (Salminen, 2011, p. 6) of which goal is to synthesise 

academic literature concerning ESD and its implementation. It is largely based on theoretical 

and philosophical literature about ESD, however, empirical research has also been utilised in 
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composing it. The main academics whose ideas characterise this thesis are Stephen Sterling, 

David Orr, David Hicks, Arjen Wals, Fritjof Capra and Pier Luigi Luisi, and this decision 

derives from extensive reading about the topic. They all are prominent figures and 

internationally distinguished in the field of ESD, and their arguments and suggestions seem to 

coincide with empirical research concerning the topic as well as with international documents 

and agreements that promote SD and ESD. However, the sources of this thesis mainly represent 

Western academics, and it is important to acknowledge the limitations this position may set for 

providing a universal picture of ESD. Yet, one of the conclusions in this thesis is that ESD 

should always be contextual and reflect the local needs (Hofman, 2015, p. 214; Risku-Norja, 

2012, p. 13), and thus the learning contents, goals and ways to implement ESD are always more 

or less unique depending on the circumstances.  
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2 Defining Sustainable Development and Education for Sustainable Development 

In this chapter, the need for Sustainable Development (SD) and Education for Sustainable 

Development (ESD) is emphasised. They are defined by utilising UN policies and work of 

prominent scholars in the field. The ambiguous nature of both of the concepts is discussed along 

with pondering ethical issues that underlay ESD. In addition, the general inadequacy of 

contemporary educational systems and models to respond to unsustainability is demonstrated 

and thus, the necessity for reforming prevailing education paradigms is reasoned. 

2.1 Current State of the World – Why Sustainable Development? 

Today’s world is characterised by globalisation and interconnectedness, which affect 

everyone’s lives on this planet (Grant & Portera, 2017, p. ix). Rapid changes in cultures, 

lifestyles, economics, politics and eco-systems make the world more uncertain and 

unpredictable (Räsänen, 2007, p. 18). Many scientists have proposed that the Earth has entered 

a new geological era, Anthropocene, which affirms that the major changes in the environment 

and the climate are caused by human impact (World Wide Fund, 2016, p. 10). The Living Planet 

Report 2016 composed by World Wide Fund (WWF) indicates that the biodiversity and eco-

systems suffer from a mass extinction, and at least four out of nine of the life-supporting 

systems on the Earth have been pushed “beyond their safe boundaries” (WWF, 2016, p. 12). 

This leads to instability, which increasingly affects also humans and their capability to live on 

this planet (WWF, 2016, p. 12).  

 

Neoliberalism is prevalent in contemporary Western societies (Grant & Portera, 2017, p. ix; 

Räsänen, 2007, p. 18). Hicks (2014) describes neoliberal values as following: “the stress on 

individual freedom above all else, the need for constant competition, objection to state 

‘interference’ and the dominance of free-market economics” (p. 161). The prevailing economic 

system, capitalism, is based upon maximising profits and continuous growth, and social systems 

and wellbeing are largely intertwined and connected with the economics (Kenrick, 2009, p. 54). 

Happiness and good life are associated with material wealth, however, this only benefits a 

minority of people, the elite (Phillips, 2009, p. 171). Indeed, neoliberalism and the stress of 

individualism lead to controversial attitudes (Grant & Portera, 2017, p. ix; Räsänen, 2007, p. 

18). On one hand, diversity, human rights and peace are regarded as fundamental values, and 

equality is sought out in international discussions (Grant & Portera, 2017, p. ix; Räsänen, 2007, 
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p. 18). On the other hand, inequalities within and between cultures continue to rise, and 

nationalism and extreme attitudes are extensive on individual, national and international levels 

(Goodwin, 2011; Grant & Portera, 2017; Räsänen, 2007, p. 18). As Phillips (2009) argues, 

instead of ensuring wellbeing, the current way of thinking and living causes social and 

ecological problems, and there is also instability in economics (p. 171). 

 

Consumerism is a fairly recent phenomenon, which quickly gained popularity in Western 

countries after the Second World War now being an integral part of Western cultures (Naish, 

2009, p. 25). Naish (2009) argues that the society imposes people with the values of 

consumerism and this leads to a never-ending desire of ‘more’ (p. 25). However, in societies 

based on consumerism, dissatisfaction is chronic, and there is a rapidly increased number of 

mental health issues and stress-related diseases in these countries (Maiteny, 2009, p. 179; Naish, 

2009, p. 25). Regardless of this, consumerist lifestyle extends to be a norm for an increasing 

amount of people (WWF, 2016, p. 13). Since also the human population keeps growing 

exponentially, the development is destructive for the ecological balance on this planet (Naish, 

2009, p. 25; WWF, 2016, p. 13). Yet, billions of people live in poverty and material wellbeing 

is distributed in an extremely unequal way (United Nations, 2015, n.p.).  

 

Capra and Luigi Luisi (2014) argue that all of these global problems concerning humans, the 

environment and economics are not separate but inherently interconnected (p. xi). They argue 

that these are dimensions of the same problem, namely the crisis of perception (Capra & Luigi 

Luisi, 2014, p. xi). Societies are constructed and people live largely according to an outdated 

worldview, which does not have the capacity to function effectively in today’s global world 

(ibid.). As Capra and Luigi Luisi (2014) state, “the fundamental dilemma underlying the major 

problems of our time seems to be the illusion that unlimited growth is possible on a finite 

planet” (p. 363). 

 

A concern about the environmental state of the world arose some decades ago. In 1972, United 

Nations (UN) Conference on the Human Environment declared that “a point has been reached 

in history when we must shape our actions throughout the world with a more prudent care for 

their environmental consequences” (n.p.). The UN World Commission on Environment and 

Development (1987) formulated a report ‘Our Common Future’, which introduced Sustainable 

Development (SD) as a solution to the urgent environmental and social problems (n.p.). Ever 

since, SD has been a widely used term by international stakeholders, business world, 
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organisations, national institutions, and individuals, and it has been promoted in multiple UN 

documents. In 2015, the UN launched a global strategy ‘Transforming Our World: The 2030 

Agenda for Sustainable Development’, which introduces 17 sustainable development goals 

(SDGs) that are aspired to be met by 2030 (UN General Assembly, 2015, n.p.). The plan seeks 

to strengthen global cooperation and peace, and intends to provide a comprehensive agenda for 

realising SD (UN General Assembly, 2015, n.p.).  

 

Even though SD is a distinguished term and a widely promoted concept, there is no precise 

definition of it. Stephen Sterling (2011), a prominent figure in sustainability education, defines 

sustainability as “the ability of a system to sustain itself in relation to its environment” (p. 54). 

The UN report ‘Our Common Future’ includes the most common definition of SD: 

“development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” (UN World Commission on Environment and 

Development, 1987, n.p.). Even though ambiguous, this definition takes into account the 

environmental aspects of sustainability, in other words, how any action needs to be 

accommodated to the conditions and limitations of the surrounding environment and its 

resources. It also introduces the social dimensions of sustainability in terms of inter- and 

intragenerational responsibilities. In addition to environmental and social features, SD is 

considered to encompass economic dimensions (UN General Assembly, 2015). Moreover, 

Hawkes (2001) argues that cultural sustainability is the fourth main aspect in SD (as cited in 

Polistina, 2009, p. 117), and sometimes political sustainability is also regarded as a distinct 

dimension (e.g. UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, 2010). Nevertheless, the 

environmental, social and economic dimensions are predominantly considered as the key 

elements of SD.  

 

As described, there is some sort of a consensus regarding the areas SD encompasses, however, 

perceptions about how SD is interpreted and implemented vary substantially. As future is 

unpredictable by nature, there is no certainty about the consequences of Anthropocene. Some 

of the visions of future are explored here to illustrate the range. Quilley (2009) presents two 

possible future visions. The first one envisions a slow process, in which modern technology and 

some changes in economic systems will lead the world into a sustainable future and solve the 

multifaceted problems that arise (Quilley, 2009, p. 44). The other alternative anticipates abrupt, 

radical changes that have catastrophic consequences to which each individual needs to find the 

ways to cope with (Quilley, 2009, pp. 44-45). These views give a very different type of an 
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image of the future and require distinctive solutions. As Huckle (1996a) indicates, envisioning 

SD is also a political subject (pp. 9-12). Different political groups support diverse and even 

contrasting views of sustainability, and these vary from slightly altered versions of today’s 

global capitalism to a model that is based on self-sustaining communities (Huckle, 1996a, pp. 

9-12).  

 

As proposed, there are different visions of SD that vary significantly from each other, however, 

there are also some arguments that challenge the entire legitimacy of SD. For example, Aksela 

and Juntunen (2014) question whether development in all the three areas is ultimately 

achievable (p. 488). Gupta and Vegelin (2016) agree with this notion and point out that the 

difficulty of ensuring development that aligns with all three dimensions of sustainability often 

results in focusing on and advocating development that mostly takes into account two of those 

areas (p. 435). However, in spite of the disparate perceptions about SD, the current state of the 

world demands urgent, notable changes in values, behaviours and lifestyles so that life-

sustaining conditions on this planet can be ensured (e.g. Blincoe, 2009, pp. 204-205; Hofman, 

2015, p. 217; WWF, 2016, p. 13). Therefore, regardless of the uncertainty about future and 

what it brings about, action needs to be taken now. 

2.2 Education for Sustainable Development – A Key Tool for Achieving Sustainability 

In UN documents, the role of education as one of the most powerful ways to achieve a just, 

equal and sustainable world, in which people are able to live peacefully without harming the 

biodiversity and overconsuming natural resources, has been acknowledged for decades. In 

1972, the UN Conference on the Human Environment stated that educating both children and 

adults about environmental issues is essential for promoting environmentally responsible 

behaviour. After that, ESD has been elaborated on and promoted in numerous UN agendas and 

initiatives such as Agenda 21, Decade for Education for Sustainable Development 2005-2014, 

and United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) Roadmap for 

Implementing the Global Action Programme on ESD (UN Conference on Environment and 

Development, 1992; UNESCO, 2005; UNESCO, 2014). In addition to environmental 

education, social and economic issues have been considered as integral parts of ESD, and they 

are suggested to be addressed in a way that enables achieving “environmental integrity, 

economic viability and a just society” (UNESCO, 2014, p. 12). The SDGs also promote ESD 
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the goal four being devoted to quality education. One of its targets declares that everyone should 

gain the knowledge and skills needed for endorsing SD: 

 

4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote 

sustainable development, including, among others, through education for sustainable 

development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a 

culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and appreciation of cultural 

diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development. (UN General 

Assembly, 2015, n.p.) 

 

However, as the concept of SD, neither is ESD precisely defined, and the ambiguity challenges 

the implementation of ESD (Mogensen & Schnack, 2010, p. 62). In literature, there are various 

interpretations about the contents of ESD, its value basis and what are the appropriate ways to 

execute it. The learning contents of ESD will be briefly discussed later in this subchapter, and 

the value basis and ways to implement it will be elaborated on in parts 2.4. and 3. There are 

also different labels for education that promotes sustainable development, and sometimes ESD 

is replaced by for example education for sustainability (e.g. Huckle, 1996), learning for 

sustainability (e.g. Paulus, 2016), sustainability education (e.g. Wals, 2010) or sustainable 

education (e.g. Sterling, 2011). Even though they may have minor differences in their emphasis, 

in composing this literature review, they are considered as interchangeable. As ESD seems to 

be referred to most commonly in academic publications and most of the UN documents also 

advocate ESD, only ESD is used in this thesis for clarity and cohesion.  

 

Also, how broadly ESD is defined and whether it is an umbrella concept for other educational 

initiatives is controversial. In some sources, ESD is considered almost as a synonym for 

environmental education. Even though Cantell and Lindroos (2007) claim that environmental 

education and ESD should not be regarded as the same concept (p. 92), Jóhannesson, Norðdahl, 

Óskarsdóttir, Pálsdóttir and Pétursdóttir (2011) point out that in literature, it is not easy to 

distinguish ESD and environmental education in terms of contents and methods (p. 377). On 

the other hand, Sterling (2011) argues that ESD is practically equivalent to Global Education 

and either could be used to describe all education for change (pp. 30-31). However, according 

to Kaivola (2007), the common perception is that ESD is one of the five subcategories for 

Global Education the others being Development Education, Human Rights Education, 

Education for Peace and Conflict Prevention, and Intercultural Education (p. 3). Yet, in SDG 
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4.7. and UNESCO Roadmap for Implementing the Global Action Programme on ESD (2014), 

essentially all of those subcategories are considered as dimensions of ESD. Therefore, ESD 

indeed encompasses more topic areas than environmental education and could describe all 

education for change as Sterling (2011) suggests (pp. 30-31). 

 

Different UN documents, policy guidelines and scholars have varying perceptions about the 

learning contents in ESD. The UNESCO Roadmap for Implementing the Global Action 

Programme on ESD (2014) suggests that ESD should include critical issues such as “climate 

change, biodiversity, disaster risk reduction, and sustainable consumption and production” (p. 

12). David Orr (2004), a distinguished professor and author in ESD, argues that in formal 

education, all students should gain a basic understanding of for example ecology, sustainable 

agriculture and forestry, steady-state economics, environmental ethics, and energetics (Orr, 

2004, p. 14).  

 

Sterling (1996) has also proposed a programme for ESD and the contents include for example 

political education, ecology and biodiversity, conflict resolution, cultural studies, and health 

and the environment (p. 36). However, Sterling emphasises that the process of learning is 

generally more important than the exact learning contents (1996, p. 36). Arjen Wals (2010), a 

prominent scholar in ESD and transformative learning, agrees with Sterling’s (1996) notion and 

indicates that sustainable lifestyle cannot be predetermined in detail because it is contextual 

depending on the time and location (p. 144). Therefore, a universal curriculum for ESD cannot 

be established (Wals, 2010, p. 144). Instead, ESD should be contextual and reflect the local 

needs that are then linked to global sustainability issues (Hofman, 2015, p. 224; Risku-Norja, 

2012, p. 13).  

 

Lastly, there are several perceptions about how ESD should be incorporated into schools and 

their curricula. For example, whether it should be a discipline on its own, a cross-curricular 

theme or the basis for all education remains debatable (e.g. Cantell & Lindroos, 2007; Orr, 

2004; Sterling, 2011). Due to the transformational nature of ESD (UNESCO, 2014, p.14) and 

the urgency of pressing local and global problems, considering ESD as the basis for any 

education seems justified. Why contemporary education struggles to respond to the acute 

problems will be examined in the next subchapter 2.3.  
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2.3 The Problem of Contemporary Education 

The education is not widely regarded as a problem, although the lack of it is. The 

conventional wisdom holds that all education is good, and the more of it one has, the 

better. The truth is that without significant precautions, education can equip people 

merely to be more effective vandals of the earth. (Orr, 2004, p. 5) 

 

As Orr (2004) summarises in this quote, education is not only the solution to the severe 

problems concerning sustainability. On the contrary, it may in fact be one of the contributors to 

the current state of the world. In 1973, Ernst Schumacher, an economist who criticised the 

dominant economic system and its detrimental impact on the environment, argued that given 

the volume of and resources devoted to education but still having a “permanent crisis” 

especially in the Western world, there must be “something wrong” with education (p. 54). 

Paradoxically, even though education’s role in promoting SD has been widely recognised since 

the concept was introduced, education is still a major influencer in transmitting unsustainable 

values and lifestyles (Hofman, 2015, p. 223; Sterling, 1996, p. 18). There seems to be a general 

consensus about education being predominantly good and desirable, however, education’s 

value should not be taken for granted and there should be critical contemplation about its 

purpose (Sterling, 2011, pp. 24-25).  

 

The prevailing neoliberalist attitudes in Western societies are also prominent in education 

(Grant & Portera, 2017, p. ix; Sterling, 2011, p. 27). Global market economy and technocentric 

values often drive education and result in reinforcing consumerism and competition (Sterling, 

2011, pp. 21, 27). On the contrary, crucial topics such as increasing inequalities and the 

depletion of natural resources do not get sufficient attention (Sterling, 1996, p. 27). 

Neoliberalist education also enforces the power and wealth of a small elite and undermines the 

need to educate people who are competent to live peacefully in diverse societies (Grant & 

Portera, 2017, p. x; Schumacher, 1973, p. 152). This challenge needs to be overcome, and it is 

crucial that societal institutions are constructed in a way that they support intercultural dialogue 

and counter structural disadvantages and power inequalities (Barrett, 2017; Bash, 2012; Council 

of Europe, 2016).  

 

During the past century, the emphasis in education has largely been on cognitive, abstract 

learning, which supports industrialised societies and their economics (Quilley, 2009, p. 47). As 
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Schumacher (1973) argues, ethics and metaphysical awareness have been removed from 

education and this emphasis on theoretical knowledge leads to a distorted view of reality (pp. 

65-66). Capra and Luigi Luisi (2014) state that when people are not able to view the world in a 

holistic way and understand the interactions and interconnectedness that characterise any social, 

ecological and economic systems, they are not able to comprehend nor solve present problems. 

Therefore, the prevailing education paradigms do not provide sufficient means for realising 

SD.  The amount of education is not paramount in steering the world towards a sustainable path 

but the education needs to be of quality and purposeful (Paulus, 2016, p. 117). Education itself 

does not necessarily lead to sustainability but ESD needs to be implemented in an effective way 

and therefore, for example the methods for delivering it need to be thoroughly considered 

(Villanen, 2014, p. 19).  

 

Generally, ESD can be approached either in a ‘light green’ or ‘dark green’ way (Hicks, 2014, 

p. 160). In the former version, some sustainability issues are addressed and students are 

encouraged to scrutinise their attitudes concerning sustainability and their own lifestyles (ibid.). 

The latter one, however, delves into the roots of unsustainability and aspires to generate a larger 

social change (ibid.). Many experienced environmental and sustainability educators such as 

Hicks (2014), Orr (2004) and Sterling (2011) advocate a new type of an educational paradigm 

and changing the neo-liberalistic education model radically. According to them, shallow 

interpretations of ESD are not sufficient but education systems should consider ESD as a 

fundamental starting point for all education (Hicks, 2014; Orr, 2004; Sterling, 2011). 

Reforming education systems is a slow process but simultaneously, there is a limited time for 

doing it due to the current, risky development trends (Sterling, 2011, p. 77). Thus, it is crucial 

that policy makers and governors are involved in and committed to this (Sterling, 2011, p. 79). 

Having a clear vision of the purpose of education and clarifying the core values that underlay 

it is important in the process of reforming education (Sterling, 2011, p. 77). Therefore, ethical 

positions regarding ESD will be discussed next. 
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2.4 Ethical Issues concerning Education for Sustainable Development 

As described in the previous subchapters, ESD is of great importance and education systems 

generally should be such that they foster SD. Nevertheless, as already established, there is no 

precise and settled understanding of what SD is in practice and what a sustainable world looks 

like. As the word ‘sustainable’ implies, ‘sustaining’ is at the core of SD but what to sustain and 

what to give in, and furthermore, who makes this decision, remain debatable (Martin & Morris, 

2009, p. 160). When contemplating issues in regard to sustainability, the perspectives that need 

to be taken into account are “multiple time (past-present-future), multiple space (local, global), 

multiple cultural, multiple species and multiple disciplinary perspectives” (Wals, 2010, p. 145). 

Nevertheless, how they are interpreted is dependent on subjective judgment and how they are 

taken into consideration is fundamentally an ethical question.  

 

In environmental ethics, the predominant issue is how humans’ role in the world is perceived, 

and anthropocentrism and ecocentrism have distinctive positions on this (Hung, 2007, p. 46). 

Both stances consider humans as an own species, however, anthropocentrism regards humans 

as the only species having intrinsic value and therefore, their role in the nature is dominant 

(Cochrane, n.d., n.p.; Hung, 2007, p. 46). On the contrary, in ecocentrism, humans are not 

viewed as superior to nature and other species but as a part of the natural world (Hung, 2007, 

p. 46). What is good and right from the ecocentric perspective is assessed from the point of 

view of the whole ecosystem and if the action supports it or not (Curry, 2006, pp. 45-46). It is 

relevant to contemplate this dichotomy in relation to ESD because it largely determines how 

ESD is implemented.  

 

Since the goal of SD is to adapt human life to the limitations of Earth in a way that next human 

generations can also live and survive on the Earth, it is mostly an anthropocentric concept 

(Kopnina, 2012; Risku-Norja, 2012, p. 12). Hence, based on this perception, nature has only 

instrumental value in supporting human life (ibid.). Kopnina (2012) is concerned about the 

value basis in ESD and argues that current approaches are removing environmental education 

from it and therefore, it fails to educate people who acknowledge nature’s intrinsic value and 

are deeply concerned about the state of the nature (p. 712). Sterling (1996), on the other hand, 

argues that ESD is often characterised by technocentrism and focuses mostly on technological 

innovations as a means to achieve SD (pp. 32-33). However, this is a shallow response to 

sustainability and in order to implement ESD in a deeper and more transformative way, Sterling 
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(1996) also suggests a shift towards ecocentrism (pp. 32-33). However, doctor Roger Cutting 

(personal communication, 13 March, 2017), professor in environmental studies, challenges 

having a strongly ecocentric approach in ESD arguing that since human actions negatively 

affect nature’s balance and the survival of ecosystems, from the point of view of ecocentrism 

this is not right and may lead to regarding humans as ‘a disease’ on this planet. This undermines 

humans as a part of the solution to sustainability issues and may promote anti-human values 

and ignoring human rights (ibid.). Therefore, Cutting (personal communication, 13 March, 

2017) suggests placing human rights at the core of ESD.  

 

Linking human rights with ESD is not only advocated by Cutting but for example the 

‘Transforming Our World: the 2030 Agenda for SD’ presents human rights as an inherent part 

of SD and ESD (UN General Assembly, 2015). Even though not a legally binding agreement, 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN General Assembly, 1948) can be utilised when 

seeking ethical foundation for ESD. However, the declaration does not explicitly promote the 

right to a clean and safe environment, which is often considered as a deficiency (Capra & Luigi 

Luisi, 2014, p. 390; Postiglione, 2010, p. 537), although without ecological sustainability, 

human rights cannot be fostered either (Hung, 2007, p. 51). However, another weakness in 

regard to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is that it mostly reflects Judeo-Christian 

traditions and thus is not fully inclusive (Postiglione, 2010, p. 537). 

 

There are also other international documents that can be used as a value basis and direction for 

ESD. For example, the SDGs are statements with a strong ethical basis, and they promote 

justice, equality, peace and healthy environment (UN General Assembly, 2015). However, as 

generally in SD discursion and implementation, social and ecological principles are often 

compromised in pursuance of economic growth, and this tendency may be seen in the SDGs 

(Gupta & Vegelin, 2016, p. 433). This is implied in the SDGs when regarding economic growth 

as inevitable for tackling social inequalities and ecological problems (Gupta & Vegelin, 2016, 

p. 440). Moreover, the document is mostly anthropocentric and technocentric and gives less 

attention to ecological sustainability (Gupta & Vegelin, 2016, pp. 444-445). The SDGs are also 

declamatory in their nature and transferring them into practice may be problematic especially 

because some of the goals contrast with each other in what they advocate. Thus, as Gupta and 

Vegelin (2016) state, even though the SDGs may provide some context for SD, they may be 

insufficient for initiating a large social movement (pp. 445-446). 
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The Earth charter is a document which presents 16 ethical principles that aim to provide a 

comprehensive ethical foundation for SD globally (Earth Charter Initiative, 2000). Composing 

it was a large undertaking that involved more than 5,000 individuals and hundreds of 

organisations from all around the world, and now it is supported by thousands of organisations 

including for example UNESCO (Newman, 2009, p. 100). It is divided into four sections: 

Respect and Care for the Community of Life; Ecological Integrity; Social and Economic 

Justice; and Democracy, Nonviolence, and Peace (Earth Charter Initiative, 2000). Also these 

ethical principles are difficult to turn into action and there should be strong political unity and 

determination to ensure that the institutions and structures in societies are such that these 

principles can be adopted in all levels. However, this document seems to be more holistic and 

coherent and avoid internal clashes better than the SDGs. Even though emphasising equality, 

human rights and justice, they also stress that all life has intrinsic value and precautionary 

principle should be endorsed in all cases (Earth Charter Initiative, 2000). Thus, they seem to 

derive their values from ecocentrism and environmental justice rather than strong 

anthropocentrism and technocentrism. Furthermore, the process of composing them seems to 

have been more inclusive than the one of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Hence, 

the Earth Charter seems to provide a valid and justified value basis for ESD and could be 

promoted more explicitly in this purpose without undermining the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights and SDGs as central documents for ESD.  

 

Even though the need for a major value shift in societies is recognised and education is one of 

the key means to drive this, how to do this in practice is not straightforward (Newman, 2009, 

p. 99). Education cannot be value-free, however, explicitly implementing values education can 

be considered as indoctrination (ibid.). Nevertheless, if leaving values out of formal education 

they are naturally absorbed from the surrounding, unsustainable society (Newman, 2009, p. 99). 

Wals (2010) describes the controversy as following:  

 

On the one hand there is a deep concern about the state of the planet and a sense of 

urgency that demands a break with existing un-sustainable systems, lifestyles and 

routines, while on the other there is a conviction that it is wrong to persuade, influence 

or even educate people towards pre- and expert-determined ways of thinking and acting. 

(p. 150) 
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Academics approach this issue with various perceptions. Hofman (2015) stresses that ESD 

should advocate change in people’s values and behaviour but in a way that the change and will 

for transformation come from within the people themselves (p. 218). As Mogensen and Schnack 

(2010) describe, “ESD without a democratic action competence perspective very easily 

becomes dogmatic and moralistic” (p. 62). Gericke, Olsson and Rundgen (2016) noticed this 

phenomenon in a quantitative study they conducted in Sweden about students’ sustainability 

consciousness. Based on their research, education that emphasises the ‘right’ answers to the 

issues related to sustainability does not seem to be effective in raising sustainability 

consciousness (Gericke, Olsson & Rungden, 2016, p. 195). On the contrary, Kopnina (2012) 

justifies dogmatic teaching by arguing that it is necessary if we want to stop the rapid destructive 

development on the Earth (p. 712). 

 

Sterling (2010) recognises both aforementioned perceptions about the nature of ESD. He calls 

them instrumental and intrinsic views of education, instrumental being more focused on the 

effectiveness of education and specific learning outcomes, and intrinsic emphasising the quality 

process of learning and moving away from expecting certain learning results (Sterling, 2010, 

pp. 513-514). In instrumental view, sustainability is seen as the final goal that can be achieved 

through adequate education whereas intrinsic view is about creating learning situations in which 

people can develop their critical thinking skills and adaptive capacity (ibid.). These two 

approaches are often seen as competing and conflicting but Sterling (2010) argues that they can 

be combined, and together with transformative learning methods they have potential to respond 

to the pressing, complex issues (p. 516). As Paulus (2016) states, sustainability education needs 

to be pluralist in terms of learning contents and processes and take into account the diversity of 

learners. In other words, ESD should be contextual and accept the fact that learning outcomes 

may not be pre-determined (Paulus, 2016, p. 118). However, sustainability as an imperative 

ethical foundation cannot be compromised (ibid.).  
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3 How to Implement Education for Sustainable Development? 

Regardless of decades of advocacy by various organisations, institutions and individuals, ESD 

has not generated remarkable progress in taking action towards SD (Blincoe, 2009, pp. 204-

205; Sterling, 2011, p. 31). ESD still has not established its position in educational institutions, 

and the amount of teachers trained in ESD globally is low (Hopkins, 2015). Even though the 

problems of unsustainable lifestyles are largely acknowledged, there tends to be a refusal to 

internalise them and adjust behaviours and lifestyles accordingly (Maiteny, 2009, p. 178-179). 

ESD itself has limited potential for succeeding at creating sustainable attitudes and behaviours 

if the society and its structures and institutions do not support SD (Sterling, 2011, p. 32). Also, 

in the context of formal education, without the commitment of the whole school community 

ESD tends to be ineffective (Saloranta & Uitto, 2012). Nevertheless, the decisions concerning 

pedagogical approaches also have a significant impact on how influential ESD is.  

 

Pedagogy is defined as the “interaction between teaching and learning” (Wink, 2005, p. 67), 

and a pedagogical approach includes the chosen methods for delivering a topic taking into 

account the underlying educational philosophies and theories. There are some suggested 

pedagogical approaches for ESD, which are found useful by educators, academics and 

researchers. This chapter intends to provide an overview and evaluation of the most commonly 

proposed pedagogical approaches for ESD. These approaches are based both on empirical 

evidence and philosophical theories. They have been categorised into six subchapters, however, 

the division is only referential because most of these approaches are coinciding and share 

similar characteristics. 

 

Pure know-how about the existence of global crises does not necessarily lead to action but, in 

turn, may lead to passivity (Sterling, 2011, p. 19). Traditional education, in which teacher 

transmits knowledge and students assimilate it passively is thus often ineffective (Beard and 

Wilson, 2002, p. 1; Sterling, 2011, p. 37). Freire (1996) calls this the “banking” model of 

education and also rejects its value. Experiential learning, on the other hand, focuses on 

meaningful situations that engage the learner in a holistic way and through reflection lead to 

learning (Beard & Wilson, 2002, p. 1). It connects the theory with real life and recognises the 

educational value of different environments and learning by doing (Beard & Wilson, 2002, p. 

194). According to Grant and Reif (2010), experiential, engaging and participatory methods are 

often more successful at reaching all learners than traditional transmissive teaching methods. 
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Many of the pedagogical approaches introduced in this chapter utilise experiential learning and 

seek to present ways to promote action, participation and critical thinking. Most of them also 

emphasise addressing sustainability in an interdisciplinary way so that the interconnectedness 

and complexity of critical local and global issues can be comprehended (Gericke, Olsson & 

Rundgen 2016, p. 195; Flogaitis, Katsenou & Liarakou, 2013, p. 254; Hofman, 2015, p. 225).  

3.1 Building a Brighter Tomorrow: Critical Pedagogy, Transformative Learning and 

Futures Education 

Critical theory and critical pedagogy are central influences for ESD that promotes change. 

Drawing on the work of Joe Lyons Kincheloe, Maviglia (2015) defines critical pedagogy in the 

following way:  

 

In critical pedagogy, the purpose of education is not a historical and indefinite, but it 

consists in making every individual capable of recognising, facing, and transforming 

the actual social and oppressive conditions existing in the community, in order to 

promote social justice and the empowerment of marginalized peoples. Critical pedagogy 

insists that teaching is always a political act. (p. 123) 

 

Critical education involves an in-depth scrutiny of the prevailing norms and beliefs in education 

(Paulus, 2016, p. 119). It does not take existing social norms and constructions for granted but 

aspires to develop the society in an inclusive way and empower individuals to drive this change. 

Paolo Freire is a notable figure in critical pedagogy and liberatory education, and his thoughts 

are also relevant for ESD. According to Freire (1996), the rigid roles of a teacher and a student 

must be abandoned and through mutual enquiry about the world and by challenging oppressing 

structures, a more socially just society can be achieved. Social and economic justice are indeed 

core themes in ESD (The Earth Charter, 2000; UN General Assembly, 2015; UNESCO, 2016), 

and critical pedagogy can provide useful insights into how they can be achieved. Also, in 

Freire’s (1996) paradigm, people are not viewed as separate from the surrounding environment 

but as a part of the world, and this perception is vital for ESD and SD (The Earth Charter, 2000; 

UN General Assembly, 2015; UNESCO, 2016).  

 

As Huckle (1996b) points out, ESD that utilises critical pedagogy enables people to scrutinise 

and re-evaluate current values, cultures and power structures (p. 106). It also empowers 
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individuals to create more sustainable alternatives (ibid.). Discussing values and how they 

influence the society is crucial for socially critical ESD and supports the development of critical 

thinking skills (Freire, 1996; Huckle, 1996b, p. 106). These discussions are most beneficial and 

transformative when being authentic dialogue, which is based on equality and care (Freire, 

1996). Active and experiential learning methods are also helpful strategies in promoting 

socially critical ESD (Huckle, 1996b, p. 106).  

 

However, changing settled values, attitudes and behaviours is not a straightforward process. To 

understand how this may happen, examining transformative learning theory is essential. The 

theory has initially been formulated by Jack Mezirow, but also other researchers have 

contributed to and developed it (Cranton & Taylor, 2012, pp. 4-5). The theory is based on a 

constructivist learning theory: when learning something new, people view and value the 

experience from their own perspective, which has been constructed by their previous 

experiences (Cranton & Taylor, 2012, p. 8). These ‘filters’ are called frames of references, and 

they can be either conscious or subconscious (Mezirow, 2012, p. 82). Transformative learning 

occurs when a person confronts a conflicting issue, which they cannot adjust to the existing 

frame of reference, and the pattern of thinking needs to be transformed to match the new 

information (Mezirow, 2012, p. 85). As O’Sullivan (2012) notifies, transformative learning 

does not only involve the thoughts of a person but also feelings and actions are critical in the 

process (p. 164). 

 

Cranton and Hoggan (2012) point out that educators have varying perceptions of what counts 

as transformative learning (p. 520). There seems to be a consensus among many researchers 

that transformative learning cannot be used to refer to any kind of learning that leads to a deeper 

understanding of an issue or seeing things from a different perspective (Mezirow, 2000 as cited 

by Cranton & Taylor, 2012, p. 10; Brookfield 2000 as cited by Cranton & Taylor, 2012, p. 10; 

Newman 2011 as cited by Cranton & Taylor, 2012, p. 10). According to Mezirow (2009), 

transformative learning is something that affects one’s core beliefs and shifts either their 

identity or worldview (as cited by Tisdell, 2012, p. 25). O’Sullivan (2002) suggests that 

transformative learning “involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in the basic premises of 

thought, feelings, and actions” (p. 11). Even though some characteristics of what triggers 

transformative learning can be found in research, there is no one way to facilitate it. On the 

contrary, it is very individual, which should be taken into account when planning the learning 

activities (Snyder & Taylor, 2012, p. 45) 
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O’Sullivan (2012) argues that deep transformation is needed to respond to the global challenges 

threatening our planet, and he views transformative learning as a means to promote and 

facilitate ESD (pp. 165, 176). However, sometimes transformative learning can be a very 

painful experience and involve feelings such as fear and anger (Mejiuni, 2012, p. 315; Mezirow 

& Wiessner, 2000, as cited in Baumgartner, 2012, p. 109). Without sufficient support, 

“frustration and despair” may result from a transformative learning experience (Mejiuni, 2012, 

p. 315). As the current problems are so messy and complex, people often feel unable to cope 

with them and make a change, and this easily leads to passivity (Martin & Morris, 2009, p. 156; 

Hicks, 2014, p. 65). Instead of transformation, “backsliding”, in other words, readjusting to the 

previous lifestyle after the transformative learning experience is a common phenomenon, which 

was also evident in five case studies about community-based transformative learning 

experiences reviewed by Mejiuni (2012, p. 314).  

 

Futures education provides some useful insights into how to make ESD empowering instead of 

paralysing (Hicks, 2014, p. 69). Blincoe (2009) argues that one of the reasons for the 

inefficiency of ESD is the lack of a vision for a sustainable future (p. 205). By communicating 

a hopeful and positive view of the future and indicating what are the steps needed for realising 

this vision, people could be better reached and committed to change (ibid.). Nevertheless, even 

though the purpose of education is often considered to be preparing students for the future, 

future is not usually very much addressed in formal education (Hicks, 2014, p. 78).  

 

David Hicks is an important contributor in futures education, and he argues that hope is 

necessary for preparing for the future and changes that may arise (2014, p. 109). Hicks (2014) 

proposes that futures education can be approached by envisioning both probable and preferable 

futures, and this facilitates finding alternative practices that are crucial for SD (pp. 83, 138). 

Exploring futures scenarios is also a fruitful way to encourage students to think more critically 

and creatively about current societies and the future (Hicks, 2014, p. 102). Learners’ hopes and 

concerns about the future or any issue addressed need to be listened to, and studying examples 

of positive initiatives both locally and globally helps learners to feel more empowered (Hicks, 

2014, pp. 88-89). Hicks (2014) states that the world will confront major changes and futures 

education can help in accepting the transition, eliciting a will to know more about it and in 

preparing for the changes collaboratively (p. 95). Even though the future may seem frightening, 
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finding sources of hope in for example nature, relationships and visionary work is important 

and drives the change (Hicks, 2014, pp. 111-112).  

3.2 Systems Thinking as a Means of Dealing with Complexity and Interconnectedness  

O’sullivan (2012) suggests people “no longer have a coherent conception of ourselves, our 

universe, and our relation to one another and our world”, and the overload of information makes 

people unconscious (p. 168). Similar concern is raised by Selby (2002) who argues that the 

tendency to focus on parts and details instead of the whole, and looking at the world from a 

mechanical perspective hinders people from understanding “what is happening to the planet” 

(p. 78). This stops them from acting against the destructive development (ibid.). Educational 

path generally starts in a holistic, multidisciplinary way but the further the studies are, the more 

narrow and specialised education tends to be (Strachan, 2009, p. 84). According to Strachan 

(2009), this contributes to the unsustainable state of world (p. 84). Complex problems cannot 

be solved effectively from a reductionist perspective but this, on the contrary, may lead to the 

emergence of other, even more severe problems (ibid.). 

  

Capra and Luigi Luisi (2014) have been exploring the differences between mechanist and holist 

thinking (p. 63). Mechanist thinking focuses on minor parts and separate details whereas holist 

thinking is interested in systems and networks (ibid.). According to Capra and Luigi Luisi 

(2014), the dominant worldview at the moment derives from mechanist thinking (p. 63). 

Nevertheless, many of the local and global problems today have the same roots and are thus 

interconnected (Capra and Luigi Luisi, p. 362). They cannot be solved relying on a mechanist 

thinking but need to be examined in a systemic way (p. 63).  

 

Systems thinking arose in Europe in the 1920s among biologists and its fundamental 

assumption is that everything is based on interactions and networks (Capra & Luigi Luisi, 2014, 

pp. 63, 80). Systems cannot be separated into smaller parts without losing some of the properties 

of the original system (Capra & Luigi Luisi, 2014, p. 80) The whole nature works in a systemic 

way as do also social systems, such as families or institutions (ibid.). Sterling (2011) suggests 

that lately, systems thinking has gained popularity and is visible both in some eco-philosophical 

positions and more practically, for example in a more holistic perception about science, health, 

agriculture and business (p. 50). Nevertheless, Capra and Luigi Luisi (2014) argue that there is 
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a need for “a fundamental change of worldview in science and society” in order to make the 

world more sustainable, and this worldview should reflect systems thinking (p. xi).  

 

In the UNESCO Roadmap for Implementing the Global Action Programme on ESD (2014), 

systems thinking is regarded as a core competence in ESD (p. 12). Systems thinking allows 

learners to develop a more coherent sense and understanding of the world and the 

interconnectedness of different phenomena and issues (Strachan, 2009, p. 84). Capra and Luigi 

Luisi (2014) argue that ecological literacy is an important feature of systems thinking and a key 

skill in building sustainable societies (p. 362). In practice, this means understanding how 

healthy natural systems are a prerequisite for any life, and being able to use this knowledge in 

ensuring that  “ways of life, businesses, economy, physical structures, and technologies do not 

interfere with nature’s inherent ability to sustain life” (Capra & Luigi Luisi, 2014, p. xi).  

 

Systems thinking is naturally multidisciplinary (Capra & Luigi Luisi, 2014, p. 80) and therefore, 

in order to promote systems thinking, also ESD should be multidisciplinary and integrative. For 

developing systems thinking, it is important that learners make connections and understand 

relations in the natural world, human connections and in any actions (Sterling, 2011, p. 52). 

Using contexts that the learners are familiar with can be helpful and support developing systems 

thinking especially at first (Strachan, 2009, pp. 85-86).  

3.3 Ability to Act: Action Competence, Place-Based Education and Service Learning 

In this subchapter, three approaches for committing people to action and helping them to 

become active agents for change are discussed. Even though these all share similar 

characteristics, they are introduced separately. Action competence approach seems to be most 

commonly discussed in academic literature out of these three and is often suggested to be a 

good tool for ESD (Flogaitis, Katsenou & Liarakou, 2013, p. 243; Mogensen & Schnack, 2010; 

Villanen, 2014, p. 41). The roots of action competence approach are in Denmark where it has 

been utilised for decades in learning about issues related to environmental and health education 

(Mogensen & Schnack, 2010, p. 60). The main principle is that in order to become active 

sustainability agents, students need to be involved in issues related to it at their school and on 

a wider level (Flogaitis, Katsenou & Liarakou, 2013, p. 243).  The fundamental goal is to 

encourage students to take an active role in forming agendas for change (Mogensen & Schnack, 

2010, pp. 68-69). In practice, this is done by emphasising moral dimensions when addressing 
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complex issues and by encouraging systems thinking (Mogensen & Schnack, 2010, p. 62). 

Problem-based and democratic methods are regarded as advantageous in promoting action 

competence, and topics are usually suggested to be addressed in a cross-disciplinary way (ibid.). 

However, action competence approach does not seek to achieve predetermined learning 

outcomes but the quality learning process is paramount (Villanen, 2014, p. 39).  

 

As already mentioned in relation to critical pedagogy and transformative learning, it is 

important that ESD is future-oriented and conveys a feeling of hope instead of causing 

paralysing effect. This is also paramount in supporting action competence (Hofman, 2015, p. 

218; Villanen, 2014, p. 42). Moreover, teachers need to believe in students’ capability to take 

responsibility and not to lead them too much, otherwise the participation is not authentic and 

may result in students not feeling confident to make a change (Flogaitis, Katsenou & Liarakou, 

2013, p. 254). 

 

Another educational ideal often applied to ESD is place-based education, which shares some 

characteristics with action competence approach (Villanen, 2014). In both of them, the real-life 

context in ESD is viewed as essential (Hofman, 2015, p. 218; Villanen, 2014, pp. 44-45). 

Indeed, no school is completely separated from the community and therefore, acknowledging 

the opportunities that exist in cooperating with communities is important (Flogaitis, Katsenou 

& Liarakou, 2013, p. 244). According to UNESCO (2016), ESD needs the engagement of both 

formal and non-formal educational sectors, and valuable expertise from outside school should 

be taken advantage of. Place-based education suggests connecting ESD with real life and the 

community as well as learning in varying environments to make learning more meaningful 

(Villanen, 2014, pp. 44-45). 

 

Service-learning, in turn, connects service and learning in a way that both the learner and the 

object of service benefit (Cunningham, Gourley & Kronick, 2011, p. 23). The process of 

service-learning involves three phases: first, the theory is being examined and reviewed, and 

the second phase is applying it to the practice, the service (Cunningham, Gourley & Kronick, 

2011, p. 33). The third phase is reflection and through reflecting on the experience, learning 

takes place (Cunningham, Gourley & Kronick, 2011, p. 30). Service-learning is not isolated 

from the curriculum and academic learning but allows using the knowledge in a purposeful way 

(Cunningham, Gourley & Kronick, 2011, p. 149). It promotes sense of agency and empowers 

students to act as well as provides opportunities for working with people from diverse 
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backgrounds (Cunningham, Gourley & Kronick, 2011, p. 150). This is central for developing 

intercultural competences (ibid.), which will be introduced more thoroughly in chapter 3.5. 

3.4 Connecting with Nature through Outdoor Education  

Maiteny (2009) suggests that rather than trying to find satisfaction in consuming and collecting 

material wealth, happiness and sense of purpose could be found in ecological experience and 

seeing oneself as a part of the ecological system (p. 182). This would reduce the environmental 

encumbrance significantly (ibid.). In UNESCO’s Global Education Monitor Report 2016, 

connecting people with nature is suggested as one of the key tools for helping learners to 

understand and respond to environmental issues (p. 18). Aldo Leopold (1966), a famous 

environmentalist and philosopher, states that “it is inconceivable to me that an ethical relation 

to land can exist without love, respect, and admiration for land, and a high regard for its value” 

(p. 261, as cited in Brown & Hill, 2014, p. 218). Hence, providing nature experiences for 

learners is very central so that they form a personal connection to it, and Outdoor Education 

(OE) can be utilised in this purpose (Brown and Hill, 2014, p. 218).  

 

OE is a type of experiential learning that occurs outside the classroom settings (Institute for 

Outdoor Learning, n.d.). There is no one definition of OE but according to Higgins and Loynes 

(1997), it is a combination of outdoor activities, environmental education and personal and 

social development (p. 6). The focus in OE shifts depending on the goals, and an outdoor 

programme can include a wide variety of learning activities from outdoor recreational activities 

and wilderness therapy to adventure education, nature-based sports, and environmental 

education (Henderson, Humberstone & Prince, 2016; Institute for Outdoor Learning, n.d.).  

 

OE is argued to have multiple positive learning outcomes, such as social and emotional 

development, increased motivation and enhanced metacognitive skills (e.g. Institute for 

Outdoor Learning, n.d.; Cramp, 2008; Kaivola, Laaksoharju & Rappe, 2012). Barton, Bragg, 

Pretty and Wood (2015) conclude in their literature review that outdoor experiences have a 

positive impact on students’ physical and mental health, self-esteem, social interaction and 

social inclusion. Similar results were found in Williams’ (2013) study concerning outdoor 

residentials and their implications. According to Paulus (2016), the positive influence OE has 

on group atmosphere and interaction is relevant for ESD because it facilitates “critical reflection 
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and active participation”, and supports intercultural learning and exchange of thoughts and 

worldviews (p. 122).  

 

Based on a quantitative research that measured Finnish 9th-graders’ sustainability knowledge, 

attitudes and actions, Uitto (2012) argues that regularly using outdoor spaces as learning 

environments improves the students’ relationship with nature and this allows them to develop 

more pro-environmental attitudes (p. 175).  Positive nature experiences and valuing nature elicit 

an interest to gain the knowledge and skills needed for an ecologically sustainable lifestyle 

(Uitto, 2012, p. 177). Williams (2013) examined the impact outdoor residentials have on British 

primary students’ personal development and argues that residential adventure education 

empowers pupils and shows them they are capable of change. This impact can be transferable 

to pupils’ learning in school and supports them in becoming more resilient learners (ibid.).  

 

However, Paulus (2016) argues that the learning activities do not have to be very adventurous 

to foster learning for sustainability (p. 123). Conversely, the outdoors can be used in a more 

profound way than merely as a background for an adventure (ibid.). Place-responsiveness is 

significant in OE that promotes SD because it allows learners to form personal connections to 

the place, to contemplate the human-environment relationship there, and to relate those to the 

questions about sustainability (Brown & Hill, 2014, p. 227). Local actions bring about global 

change, and therefore the local context is an important learning environment in OE that 

promotes SD (Paulus, 2016, p. 121). When place-responsiveness is taken into account in OE, 

it has potential to become a transformative experience (Brown & Hill, 2014, p. 227).  

 

Wals (2010) also recognises the value OE has in promoting SD, however, if OE is implemented 

as occasional and separate experiences without continuity and reflexivity, its value is 

undermined (p. 148). Therefore, expanding on the outdoor experience later in school is essential 

(Christie, Higgins & McLaughlin, 2013; Leather, 2013; Scrutton, 2015). Scrutton (2015) 

discovered that after a one-week outdoor residential, the impact on children’s social and 

personal development faded soon when the euphoria effect was lost because the experience was 

not referred to at school. To avoid this, addressing the experience and embedding it into school 

life is essential for having notable and long-lasting learning outcomes (Leather, 2013; Christie, 

Higgins & McLaughlin, 2013).  
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3.5 Collaborative Learning: Learning from and with Each Other 

This subchapter aims to explain why learning from and with each other is crucial for ESD. ESD 

without true participation and democracy does not correspond with the goals of SD, but ESD 

with an intercultural learning approach can respond to the challenges that multicultural societies 

and social inequalities provoke. Moreover, collaboration as a way to promote creativity and the 

meaning of a safe and caring group atmosphere are briefly discussed in this subchapter.  

 

There seems to be consensus about how democracy is an inherent part of SD and a practice or 

process without authentic democracy is inherently unsustainable (Wals, 2010, p. 147). Sterling 

(2011) agrees with this and states that ESD “seeks to place ownership and determination with 

educators, learners and communities” (pp. 26-27). Democratic education, participation and 

sharing a sense of being collectively responsible for the environment are vital for raising action 

competence and sustainable behaviour (Flogaitis, Katsenou & Liarakou, 2013, p. 244; Paulus, 

2016, p. 120). Discourse in ESD should not be about seeking for right answers but for 

democratic solutions (Mogensen & Schnack, 2010, p. 62, 68). Accepting pluralistic values and 

scrutinising them from multiple perspectives encourages learners to develop their own ideas 

and be creative (Hofman, 2015, p. 218).  

 

When discussing ESD in a school context, children’s participation and child-centred 

pedagogies are often mentioned as important factors that facilitate ESD (Gericke, Olsson and 

Rungden, 2016, p. 179; Hofman, 2015, pp. 218-219). It is essential that children’s perspectives 

are truly heard and taken into consideration and education is democratic (Hofman, 2015, p. 219; 

Villanen, 2014, p. 43). The school culture and structure should support this, and students need 

to be given the medium through that they can express their opinions and influence their 

environment (Villanen, 2014, p. 43).  

 

Furthermore, the students as well as the teacher need good interpersonal skills for a healthy 

self-esteem, successful classroom interaction, and for creating a sense of belonging to the group 

(Hicks, 2014, p. 71). Social and emotional competences allows the participants to address 

sustainability issues in a constructive way encouraging action taking. By endorsing positive 

interaction and dialogue, students can express their emotions, concerns and fears without 

repressing them (ibid.) This engages both their cognitive and affective domains making learning 

more holistic, and supports their critical and creative development (Hicks, 2014, p. 71; Sandri, 
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2012, p. 774). Creativity is indeed an inherent part of sustainability and essential for problem-

solving and finding new ways for sustainable living (Sandri, 2012, p. 775).  

 

Encounters and cooperation with diverse people can be helpful in constructing and developing 

ideas and seeing them from multiple perspectives, which is crucial for SD (Wals, 2011, pp. 182-

183). In recent years, societies and interaction have become more intercultural (Catarci, 2017), 

however, cultural diversity in societies does not always seem to be uncomplicated 

(Arechavaleta & Navarro, 2010, p. 351). Traditionally, assimilation and multiculturalism have 

been the strategies to approach diversity (Council of Europe, 2008; Räsänen, 2007, p. 23). 

Nevertheless, these are not regarded as advantageous resolutions because assimilation requires 

rejecting one’s own culture if different from the mainstream, and multiculturalism promotes 

mere co-existence and separation of cultures (Council of Europe, 2008; Portera, 2017, pp. 24-

25; Räsänen, 2007, p. 23). Intercultural approach, in turn, considers diversity as an enrichment 

rather than something that triggers problems and endangers the norms (Portera, 2017, p. 24). It 

promotes collaboration and authentic dialogue between individuals and cultural groups in a way 

that none of the parties needs to compromise their core cultural values and beliefs (Portera, 

2017, p. 24; Räsänen, 2007, p. 22). Therefore, it is regarded as a successful way to respond to 

cultural diversity. 

 

The skills an individual needs for encountering differences and for successful interaction with 

people from different cultures are referred to as intercultural competences (Abu-Nimer & 

Smith, 2016; Jokikokko, 2010). Both the UNESCO and the Council of Europe regard 

intercultural approach as the most successful strategy to manage cultural diversity and are 

committed to the promotion of intercultural competences (Council of Europe, 2008; Council of 

Europe, 2016; UNESCO, 2013). Based on an extensive literature review, Van der Zee and Van 

Oudenhoven (2001) perceive cultural empathy, open-mindedness, emotional stability, social 

initiative, and flexibility to be the core categories of intercultural competences. Nevertheless, 

Jokikokko (2010) disagrees with the idea that intercultural competences are a product and a 

non-changeable set of skills that are possible to acquire. On the contrary, she argues that 

intercultural learning is a process, and continuous, critical reflection is needed to be able to 

respond to the changing situations that arise (ibid.).  

 

Prevailing inequalities in societies and educational institutions cannot be ignored in ESD 

(Paulus, 2016, p. 120). Even when intending to address global issues productively, education 
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can lead to enforcing prejudices and ethnocentric attitudes as concluded in Ideland and 

Malmgerg’s (2014) textbook analysis. According to them, when addressing SD, Swedish 

textbooks tend to present other cultures in a diminishing and pejorative way, and these 

representations potentially reinforce racism and exclusion (Ideland and Malmgerg, 2014). 

Contrary to, effective intercultural education recognises these kinds of issues related to 

inequalities and exclusion in education and in the whole society (Gundara, 2003, cited in 

Catarci, 2017, p. 66; Räsänen, 2007, p. 26). As already described, inclusion is an inherent part 

of SD and ESD, and attitudes and actions that reflect imperialistic world view need to be 

overcome to stop exploiting practices (Polistina, 2009, p. 122; Wals, 2010, p. 147). Intercultural 

approach can support inclusive and participative ESD and thus facilitate realising SD. 

3.6 Transition Skills for Survival 

The previous subchapters have presented pedagogical approaches that all share some 

characteristics and their perceptions about the future and ESD are relatively similar. However, 

Quilley (2009) advocates a distinctive approach to ESD. He perceives the future as very 

unpredictable and even chaotic due to changes caused by climate change and oil depletion 

(Quilley, 2009, pp. 44; 47). Therefore, Quilley (2009) argues that it is essential to learn some 

survival skills that help in confronting these challenges (p. 47). Traditional arts have been 

depreciated in education during the past century, however, these are the skills that according to 

Quilley’s (2009) prediction are needed in the future when the current economic systems 

collapse and radical societal changes are faced (p. 47). Hence, Quilley (2009) declares that 

transition skills, which include different crafts and practical skills should be at the core of ESD 

(p. 47).  

 

Quilley’s perception serves as an example of the wide range of responses to SD and approaches 

in ESD. Ultimately, as the future and the changes it will bring about are unknown, there is no 

certainty how to best prepare for it and what kind of education is advantageous and sufficient.  
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4 Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to define what ESD’s role in the contemporary world is, what are its 

contents, and how it can be implemented in a way that it is meaningful and leads to a change 

that enables achieving a sustainable future. Even though it draws on the work of numerous 

academics and researchers, it is not a systematic literature review (Salminen, 2011, p. 9). Thus, 

it does not provide synthesis of all academic literature concerning ESD. Nevertheless, the work 

of some of the most prominent figures in ESD internationally has been examined, and research 

and viewpoints that both agree and disagree with these scholars’ perceptions about ESD have 

been scrutinised. 

 

The importance of ESD has been recognised for decades but there is still no common judgment 

about what it is and how to implement it in a way that ensures equality, peace and preserving 

Earth’s life-supporting systems. Influencing people’s actions and lifestyles is generally 

difficult, and it is not possible to present the right way to educate for sustainability. On the 

contrary, ESD is contextual and needs to take into account the learners, their needs, and the 

local situation.  

 

However, the pedagogical approaches highlighted in Chapter 3 give some insights into practices 

that commonly appear in literature as effective ways to realise ESD. Generally, experiential 

learning in the local community and nature, authentic participation, collaborative working, and 

supporting the development of critical thinking seem to be crucial for influential ESD. 

Intercultural competences help to approach cultural diversity in a fruitful way and reduce 

prejudices and discrimination and hence are also important in ESD. Even though the global 

problems are complex and very severe, ESD can be empowering when conveying hope and 

envisioning positive futures. Often the themes in ESD are suggested to be addressed in a cross-

curricular or multidisciplinary way so that the interconnected nature of global problems can be 

understood and systems thinking can be reinforced. Even though the local context is important 

and largely defines what is addressed in ESD, the contents should also be linked to global 

sustainability (Hofman, 2015, p. 214; Risku-Norja, 2012, p. 13).  

 

Formal education is not the only medium affecting people’s attitudes and behaviours (Sterling, 

2011, p. 32). Therefore, when implemented occasionally as a separate topic ESD has limited 

potential for changing people’s behaviour (ibid.). Due to the severity of the issues at hand, the 
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‘dark green’ approach (Hicks, 2014, p. 160) to ESD seems justified so that a large-scale societal 

change towards sustainable future can be triggered. Hence, there is an urgent need for 

transforming educational systems in a way that they promote SD instead of unsustainable 

lifestyles and values. Nevertheless, this is not sufficient unless the surrounding society also 

supports SD (Sterling, 2011, p. 32). Therefore, policymakers’ involvement in and commitment 

to ESD are paramount. Yet, education and educators are facing an enormous challenge when 

intending to promote SD in a transformative way. However, as Hicks and Holden (1995) argue, 

the difficulty of this should not lead to giving up:  

 

Is this a bigger task than educators can manage? If schools merely reflect the inequalities 

and the mores of consumerist society, why should change here be easier than in any 

other sector of society? There is no reason why it should be easier, but educators, of all 

professionals, should be aware of the potential education has for catalysing change. The 

picture we give of the world, whatever subject is being taught, whatever age group, 

matters enormously. (p. 144) 

 

Composing this thesis has been a personally meaningful experience. I find global problems and 

humanitarian and environmental catastrophes very tragic and worrisome. As a future educator, 

I want to contribute to a better, peaceful, and sustainable future. I believe that education has the 

capacity to influence and drive the process towards sustainability, however, based on empirical 

research, it seems that promoting this is not straightforward. Therefore, by writing this thesis, I 

wanted to make myself more knowledgeable on how, as an educator, I can facilitate the change. 

As this thesis highlights, ESD is vital in the current world situation, and the more I read about 

it, the more convinced I became that there is a need for an educational reform that places 

sustainability at the core of education. Even though reforming educational systems tends to be 

slow and this kind of a reformation would not necessarily gain all stakeholders’ support, 

reasoning the need for a change is very simple. If the purpose of education is to ensure that 

everyone has equal opportunities in life; is able to achieve their fullest potential; and is able to 

function effectively in their personal lives and as members of the society, it is critical that the 

world itself is in such a condition that enables all of this.  

 

I believe that everyone can have an impact on bringing about a sustainable future, and therefore, 

personal choices are crucial. Education should allow people to ponder ethical questions and 

provoke critical thinking, which help in making judicious decisions. This thesis process made 
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me reflect on my own values and see more clearly where I stand in relation to SD. This resulted 

in writing down a personal “manifesto” for myself, and I encourage everyone to contemplate 

their own stance regarding SD, too.  

 

By a coincidence, I have inherited the right to be a part of the small elite who might not 

suffer the consequences of unsustainability as severely as some. It is possible that I will 

live a very good life without suffering from the effects of climate change, air and water 

pollution, and food scarcity. It is possible that I will live in a relatively peaceful 

community where my human rights are never being violated. It is possible that I will 

live materialistically full life never lacking any necessities - or luxury goods. However, 

decent life cannot be the privilege of the few lucky but we need development, which is 

inherently sustainable and truly inclusive. Therefore, I cannot acquiesce to live a 

delightful and ignorant life, a life that may have a negative impact on the lives of the 

others and on the environment. On the contrary, I need to do everything I can to make 

sure that everyone, regardless of where they happened to be born or whatever they are 

like, has equal opportunities in life, and the natural, life-supporting systems on the Earth 

are not destroyed - even if this would mean I need to give away some of my privileges.   
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